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A Note From the Editors
Collaboration is hot. It's the key to everything, from the

newer management models in business to Tim Rollins'
popular "Art and Knowledge Workshop," which teaches
South Bronx "Kids of Survival" to make collaborative art in
response to literature. And at this year's Annual Convention
of the Conference on College Composition and Communica-
tion in Chicago, more than one in ten of the concurrent
sessions had collaboration as a theme.

Some NYC Writing Project teachers may wonder what
all the fuss is about. Whatever differences there are among
us, a central feature in most of our classrooms is the writing
response group. Working in small groups was, for many of
us, the most memorable experience of our summer or after-
school courses, and we struggle to make student-group
experiences equally powerful. Although few strategies are
more familiar to us than collaborative learning, we are always
looking for ways to make small groups more effective.

When we use small groups in our classrooms what are
we teaching our students? Are we teaching them to silence
conflicts in the name of consensus, to develop the behavior
and language of the marketplace? Or is "the consensus we
ask students to reach... based not so much on collective
agreements as on collective explanations of how people
differ, where their differences come from, and whether they
can live and work together with these differences?" (John
Trimbur, "Critiquing Collaborative Learning," College
English. October 1989.) In other words, do our collaborative
strategies teach students how to adjust better to the prevailing
power relations in society? Or do our peer group inquiries
enable our students to build community in spite of, and in
opposition to, the racial, economic, and gender obstacles
which we face?

Not only do we encourage our students to learn with and
from each other, we do the same with our colleagues when
we co-teach NYCWP courses. This model of cooperative
teaching informs our understanding of what it means to
create knowledge with our peers, and in
reflecting on these experiences of teach-
ing together, we are beginning to make
explicit what happens when knowledge
is shared and created by equals.

With these interests and questions
in mind, we invite you to read this issue
of the NYCWP Newsletter, which is
devoted to the theme of collaborative
learning and teaching.

Talking Without Teachers
Any effort to understand now we think requires us to

understand the nature of conversation; and any effort to
understand conversation requires us to understand the nature
of community life that generates and maintains conversation.

—Kenneth A. Bruffee

When I began visiting high schools... at first I was shocked
by the children in adult frames, afraid of their groupiness, and
saw the lingering dangers just below the surface of tenuous
order.

—Sara Lawrence Lightfoot

Introduction
Toward the end of the first semester of their final year in high

school, four students, who called themselves the Crickets, came to
me with a problem that they needed to work out. Veronica was the
center of their difficulties. Alissa, Genesis, and Spanky (pseudo-
nyms chosen by the students themselves) were worried about the
ways in which Veronica seemed to be pulling away from their
group. For her part, Veronica felt that the others were excluding her.
Everybody agreed that Veronica's isolation was growing, and
nobody was satisfied to allow this to continue. They wanted to talk
about it.

Sensing that this might be a valuable conversation to reflect
upon later, I asked them to tape it. They went to my office where
they could be alone, put the tape recorder on, and talked to each
other for about thirty minutes. By the end, not only had the Crickets
reestablished their friendship—a kinship that has helped them to be
more successful in school—but they had a recording of their rich
interaction which we could analyze together.

Theirs was a discussion that took place outside of class, without
a teacher, with both the topics and the need for their talk determined
by them. As a teacher interested in peer group inquiry, I wondered
what could be learned about young people's patterns of communica-
tion and thought by studying the transcript of this "real world" half

hour. Over the next semester, Alissa,
Genesis, Spanky, Veronica, and I took a
look at the dynamics of their self-spon-
sored conversation.

With the students' help, I looked to
find insights into how high school students
make meaning through conversation. The
students and I talked a lot about the
project, and we reflected in our journals,
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Letters to the Editors
I wish to commend you for attempting to address

the important issue of race and cultural difference in
your recent newsletter. However, I would like to
suggest that this cursory exploration is just the "dp of
the iceberg" and that there are many hidden depths
and layers to these issues which warrant further
exploration. 1 would like to add my voice to these
important issues from my perspective, that of an
African-American educator currently working in the
adult education field, who has also taught youngsters
from various cultural backgrounds from first grade
through high school in the New York City school
system.

I found myself agreeing wholeheartedly with
many of the points Lisa Delpit made in her two well
articulated articles. She clearly suggests a synthesis of
the process approach with a more skills-based
approach to writing instruction and stresses that
effective educators of poor students and students of
color should not allow themselves to be "put into
boxes" but should use an eclectic approach which
allows students access to the "culture of power" and
to have their voices heard. I was somewhat amazed at
the apparent confusion by some of the responses to
the Delpit articles.

At first glance many educators in the New York
City Adult Literacy community appear to be explor-
ing viable alternative instructional approaches with
adult students. A closer examination finds these
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educators as dogmatic and unyielding about these
alternative approaches as traditional educators. The
dominant voices in determining and validating these
progressive instructional approaches are middle class
white educators and their students for the most part are
poor people and people of color. I find that most attempts
to engage colleagues in any substantive discussion about
how the diverse cultural perspectives of teachers and
students impact on effective educational practices, have
met with resistance and defensiveness.

I find it ironic that otherwise well meaning, well-
intentioned educators of students of color who are
constantly espousing the empowerment of students have
such difficulty in truly listening to the concerns of their
students and their colleagues of diverse cultural groups
who may see things quite a bit differently from their per-
spective. I concur with Lisa Delpit that effective educa-
tional programs for poor students and students of color
can only be devised in consultation with members of the
poor community and others who share their culture.

The "silenced dialogue" must be opened up and
educators from the mainstream culture need to truly listen
to those voices whose opinions are most divergent from
their own if effective learning is to take place.

Sincerely,

Grace Holmes
The City of New York
Community Development Agency

Articles, Letters, Inquiries

We want you to write for the newsletter.
We are always interested in responses, ideas,

new voices, articles, poems, questions.
Send yours to:

New York City Writing Project Newsletter
Institute for Literacy Studies

Lehman College
250 Bedford Park Boulevard West

Bronx, New York 10468-1589
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Talking• . . Continuedjmmpage 1

making them available to each other. We exchanged keyboards
on our computers so that we could have "written conversations"
about the project. I completed the transcript of the taped conver-
sation in sections, and after each chunk, interviewed the students
about what they saw there. When the transcript was complete,
they listened to the tape, checking for accuracy. For example,
they added the Spanish phrases that I had missed and explained
to me what they meant by them. Then (except for Veronica, who
was absent from school with family problems) the students
annotated the transcript in detail, making comments about what
the speakers were trying to do. I asked them to "make notes on
how each of you is trying to influence the others." Our work
together suggests some strategies and contexts which we
teachers might use to help young people develop their talking
and listening skills in small groups.

Two Assertions
By alluding in my title to Peter Elbow's book, Writing

Without Teachers, I do not mean to imply—any more than he
does—that there is no role for teachers in helping students to
become better talkers (or writers). Quite the opposite: one of
the central questions that I want to explore here is how those of
us who use small groups in secondary-school classrooms can
better assist students in their efforts to make meaning in conver-
sation. The investigations which I conducted with the Crickets
support two assertions.

On the one hand, the transcript demonstrates that at least by
the time they are in high school, students already draw upon a
wide range of talking and listening abilities. As a visit to the
lunchroom or to any other place where students gather will dem-
onstrate, high school students possess a wide range of communi-
cation skills. The average student doesn't need teachers' instruc-
tion to get involved in animated and extended arguments, stories,
discussions, gossip, jokes, and other types of dialogue.

On the other hand, in order to enable these young people to
use their powers in the development of academic concepts in the
classroom, teachers have important roles to play in small group
inquiries. As Diana George argues, teachers who use small
groups should stop worrying "that they are not doing their jobs
or that their students are not competent enough to do theirs," and
instead should concentrate on their increased responsibilities "to
constantly listen, constantly watch, constantly suggest" (326).

Once we recognize the power inherent in our students' con-
versations, it becomes clear that our job is not to teach students
how to do things that they already practice, but to contribute to
their "consciousness and deliberate mastery" (Vygotsky 102) of
talk. In other words, we need to help them to become increas-
ingly aware of their abilities and to help them to draw on these
communicative powers when they approach academic materials
as well. The question that we need to ask ourselves is: How can
we invite the lunchroom and hallway "chatter" into our class-
rooms to enable our students to take control of their own learn-
ing?

Traditional Arrangements
The kind of talk I am valuing here does not normally occur

in whole-class, teacher-led "discussions." In fact, this traditional
arrangement has been shown to inhibit student talk, and by
extension, learning. The kind of question and answer sessions
that, as a student, I learned to dread, involve only a few in an
attempt to guess at what the teacher is thinking, or more
accurately, has thought. The teacher remains in control of
knowledge, and as Douglas Barnes argues, "the overcontrol of
knowledge by teachers must in the long run hinder learning,
whatever social functions it performs then and there in the
classroom" (128). Although we have all observed or been in
classes where special teachers seem to have an uncanny ability to
involve their students in lively, whole-class discussions, I would
argue that the kind of thinking that such classrooms permit is not
the same as the kinds of divergent thinking and open-ended
exploration which active learning requires.

The reasons for this failure do not lie totally with the
teacher's assumption of too much authority. Terry Phillips has
pointed out that during important stages of development, young
children normally seek dependent relationships with more
knowledgeable adults. Unfortunately, these naturally unequal
ways of relating often continue to shape the expectations of
secondary students. "They expect adults to be knowledgeable
arid thus less open to challenges, questions, and suggestions"
(Phillips 63).

Pressures on teachers to "cover" the material of their
disciplines and students' (as well as parents', administrators',
and teachers' own) assumptions about how adults and young
people should relate to each other conspire to create what Paulo
Freire calls the "banking concept of education." Teacher-led
discussions turn students into "patient, listening objects" of
teaching rather than making it possible for them to become
subjects of learning, who join with their teachers in a "dialogical
process... in which all grow" (Freire 45-59). A number of
teachers have rejected these traditional arrangements for more
student-centered approaches, but not without difficulty.

An Alternative Model
In their conversation, the Crickets are anything but patient,

listening objects, because of a lack of confidence in their right to
negotiate meaning themselves. In contrast, the students and I
found their transcript to be full of reflective, experiential,
hypothetical, supportive responses—the kind of collaborative
talking and thinking that other teachers and researchers have
identified as goals for classroom peer group inquiries. In their
own conversation, Alissa, Genesis, Spanky, and Veronica do the
things that make small groups work: they ask their own ques-
tions, make their own hypotheses, allow positions to be tentative,
pay attention to the impact of their words on the others, give
evidence and make connections from their own experience, and
come to personally significant conclusions—all while making
meaning collaboratively.

The Crickets and I did several close readings of the tran-

Please see Talking, next page...
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script of their conversation, and to guide our reading, we used
two frames of reference. First we considered the social
climate in which their conversation took place, then we
looked to find two modes of discourse which have been found
in other successful group inquiries: hypothetical and experi-
ential.

Social Climate
In writing about successful small groups, Alison Burgess

and John Gulliver say that the "social climate" of an ideal
group would have "at least four distinct but perhaps mutually
supporting features:"

—an equality of relationships: each participant contributes
freely; there is no pecking order

—an absence of competitiveness: the children do not need to vie
with one another for the floor

—reciprocal supportiveness: the children help one another
—supportive of tentativeness: the children can offer ideas,

including half-formulated ones, without fear (85).

The transcript shows evidence of each of these features,
most obviously, reciprocal supportiveness. In fact, these four
students seem to have built their friendship on the assumption
that they would help each other "in any way they can... any
time of the day or night." During their conversation, Spanky
is taken to task for not wanting to accept money from the
other Crickets so that he can go on the senior trip with them.
His friends use reciprocal supportiveness to convince him.

Veronica: If I ask like with the trip, you know, I'm willing to pay
for it.

Spanky: I know you, that's why I don't want you to...
Genesis: See we (unclear)...
Spanky: All of yous are willing to pay for... but I will not let y'all

pay for me.
Veronica: Bust this!
Alissa: Why not?
Veronica: Bust this! Twenty, twenty... twenty, forty, sixty!
Spanky: She said that.... I would not let y'all. Do'you know how

that much... how much that hurts.

In Genesis' annotations, she explains this section: Here
you can see how much we care for each other, that we are
willing to pay for Spanky's senior trip so he can go with all of
us. Spanky here doesn't want to accept our help... He feels, as
you can see, bad for having to take money from his sisters [the
other Crickets] to go on the trip when he feels that his mother
should be the one to pay!

A few minutes later Spanky gives in when he is almost
tricked into saying that if places were reversed he would be
doing the same thing for one of them.

Spanky: But's it's... it's different, because look: Like you'all
make me feel so loved and shit that I don't... It's... I'um. You
don't know. You don't know.

Alissa: Heh-ah! That's wrong? I mean, you know...
Veronica: Yea, making you feel loved and shit?
Alissa: (Together with Veronica) It's not wrong.
Spanky: Yea, it's not... Yea, bull, lougg...

Alissa: "Damn, I don't want to feel loved."
Genesis: "Don't... Hate me, please." (general laughter) "Hate

me."
Veronica: It would a been... It would, would be like... If you

would a been working, I would be like in, you know, same
thing... You would have done the same... I don't think you
would've done the same.

Spanky: Yes I would.
Genesis: You wouldn't do the same thing?
Alissa: Oh, he didn't... I don't think he said that.
Genesis: Would you?
Spanky: No.
Genesis: Yea! That's a question.
Spanky: Ah-ha, ha-ha. Ha-ha...

Although Spanky says in his annotations, that he "didn't
like that little part of [Veronica] judging me," Veronica seems
to feel that if he refuses their help, then he might not have
made the same offer himself. It's important to these four
young people that their support for each other is mutual,
reciprocal.

Another feature of a successful group social climate is
that the members of the group are supportive of tentative-
ness. This is clear in Spanky's remarks about how the others
in the group help him. He told me that "...sometimes when I
don't know something they tell me that it is wrong or when I
have a question about something I can feel free to ask them..."
This same support of tentativeness can be seen in the often
repeated phrases "I don't know," "you know," and "like,"
phrases of which Veronica is especially fond. Here are four
examples in which Veronica is allowed to be tentative. They
aren't easy to read, but they show that she is given space to
not be sure, to be open and thoughtful as she gropes for her
meanings. I think they also give some insight into Veronica.

Veronica: I mean, I don't know. Y'all, I don't know, y'all feels
you're hanging out by yourself. I'm going to get out of this...
Cricket bullshit.

*

Spanky: You think, you feel left out? But, all right, listen to
this: You feel left out, but I don't know how you how, wh-,
how you feel left out. I don't know. Like when we leave you
alone? And we just leave somewhere?

Veronica: Not, not in that sense. I don't know. It's that, well
when... I don't know, it's like I see you and Genesis almost,
you know... I'm not, I'm not jealous, one thing I'm not. I'm
not But I don't know, I don't, I don't feel part of it, you
know.

*

Veronica: It's not the same. It's not jus'there's more people. I
mean it's fun cause... I mean, two pe... two people there you
can have fun. But, you know, a-a crowd you could have even
more, more... because now, y'know... shit like that. So I don't
feel that way. (pause) I feel like, y'know, it's like whatever I
says it's like it's stupid. And tha-that's why, you know, I...
even with ah-um, I'm forcing myself jus-jus'to graduate with
Spanky. And if not, forget it, I would've taken my time,
y'know, not bust my ass like I'm doing, (pause) I don'know,

Please see Talking, page 15.
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Collaborative Teaching: Who Wears the Pants?
As our students are separated from each other, we as

teachers are also isolated in the classroom, singly respon-
sible for the students' mastery of material, creating lessons
without sharing them with colleagues who may be working
on similar projects. What happens, then, when teachers
decide to collaborate, as we do in the NYC Writing
Project's courses? Looking back at their partnership in
this last summer's Institute,.Nick D'Alessandro and
Melanie Hammer discuss some of the obstacles and the
many promises of collaboration. They found themselves
giving and getting more together than was possible alone.

Nick: I was nervous about starting a new relationship. Of course
I was nervous. I had taught three courses with Linette Moorman
in two years. We had developed our own easy, comfortable way
of working with each other, and I didn't know if I was ready for
a new relationship. I respected Melanie tremendously; had joked
with her at parties, but I was anxious. We had first met over a
dialogue journal at the Inquiry Weekend, and I liked her, but I
could hardly claim to know her. And now we would be teaching
together.

Melanie: I wanted to work with Robin. I hadn't worked with
Robin Cohen since I was new in the Project, and she was
training me. That was a long time ago, and now we're friends. I
thought it would be fun to do a summer course with a friend,
someone whose judgment I respected and whom I already
trusted.

Then Elaine Avidon called me up and told me I'd be
working with Nick D'Alessandro.

Over the years, I had worked with eight different people in
the Project. Sometimes I'd worked with people I knew pretty
well, sometimes with people I hadn't met before the first
planning session. Some of the people I'd worked with had been
very senior in the Project, and others were quite new. Most of the
matches were effective, and many were comfortable, as well. I
had learned something from all of them. In the spring of 1989,
however, my partner and I had had some difficulty establishing
the climate of mutual respect, trust and cooperation that is
needed when two teachers teach together as they do in the '
Project. By summer of 1989,1 was hoping to get someone I
knew and loved as a partner, so I wouldn't have to go through
another "period of adjustment." Instead, I got Nick.

I knew him to say hello to, but I'd really only had contact
with him twice. The first time, I'd approached him about letting
the Newsletter publish a piece he had written in the teacher-
researcher course. I'd asked him if he wanted approval of our
editorial changes, and he'd looked at me as if he wondered who
worried about such small things, and said we could do what we
wanted with it.

The other time I learned anything about what Nick might be
like to work with was at the weekend inquiry retreat in January,
1989. We'd been double-entry notebook partners, and we'd both

been irritated by a particular article in the same way. So I knew
he was smart, and had a sense of humor.

But those were the only contacts I'd had with Nick. And
now we were going to be living together for the month of July,
six and a half hours a day, four days a week. Plus planning. And
speaking of planning, what were we going to do in this course,
anyway? It was due to start in just over a month! When were
we going to plan it?

I called Nick to talk. Then I called Nick to set a date for the
orientation, and a date and place for us to plan. On a rainy,
unseasonably chilly June Friday afternoon, wondering if the
weather was an omen, I went to meet him at the District Two
office. I carried with me a folder full of notes from the previous
summer, notes about articles we could use, and grids so we could
see what a month would look like in the course. As if we could
decide all that in one session!

I also carried with me a memory of the spring's difficulties,
and an awareness that I wanted this partnership to go well I
didn't want Nick to feel that I was coming in with the course
already looking a set way to me.

Nick: Funny, I had forgotten about the meeting at the District
Office until I read what Melanie wrote in her draft. Sure, it turns
out later that she was nervous because she had so much worked
out. Didn't I say how relieved I was? Maybe I didn't, but I was.
I felt reassured, knowing that at least someone had already
worked out a broad outline for the course. We were so polite to
each other at that first meeting, stepping warily around each
other's sensibilities, both of us, I'm sure, deciding that we could
choose our battles, if there were to be any, later.

I didn't know until later that she was horrified by the Ann
Beattie story—I wish she had told me! I knew she didn't
particularly like Beattie—actually, no one I know does! Why do
I like her? But, anyway, she was right Later, when we used it
for the point-of-view presentation, no one liked it Everyone
thought it was trivial. But why didn't she say what she thought at
the time?

Melanie: So we talked. And listened. Even though I wasn't too
thrilled with the prospect of using an Ann Beattie story for the
point of view, I felt I could live with it. I was sick of her, but I
wasn't ready to argue about such a small thing. And Nick had
said he had used it before, and it had worked well. Maybe Nick
was right, maybe Beattie was something the participants would
really respond to, and generate writing from. Maybe I was out of
step. At least it was something by a woman, and, after all, I
would have a couple of weeks to think about nasty things I could
have happen to the characters when I wrote my point-of-view
piece.

Nick also had a good sense of who the participants in the
course would be—almost all English teachers—and what their
needs would be, and that helped clarify my own thinking about
what could happen that summer. In summer, 1988,1 had taught

Please see Pants, next page...
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this course with Beverly Marcus, and I felt we had done a good
job together with a bright, energetic group. However, our
tendency had been to keep adding things as questions came up
and while the course had been exciting, it had also been very
packed. Over the winter, I had rethought that approach. Nick's
instincts, I could see, were to put in less and take longer to do it,
and that meshed well with what I had been thinking. As we
walked over to the subway, I was feeling encouraged about the
course. And at least we had the orientation planned out.

Nick: On the day of the orientation, I spent my whole lunch
hour shopping. I was at the end of an intensive three-day training
session in reading workshops for District 2 teachers, and while
everyone went out to celebrate and share ideas, I went shopping.
Wine. Fruit. Crackers. Cake. All from different stores, of course.
The menu was probably the first extensive planning session
Melanie and I had. I had whined a little on the phone to her,
hoping that she would take pity and say, "OK, Nick, since you're
working now and I'm not, I'll pick up everything." But Melanie
would have none of it. We planned the refreshments and split the
buying of them fairly, even though I did have to schlepp all over
lower Park Avenue in ninety-five degree weather, in a suit yet,
looking for the best prices on wine and fruit. Is this a job for a
staff developer, I kept thinking. This wasn't in the job descrip-
tion. Why didn't the food just appear? Couldn't Melanie do it?
She's a woman, it must come more easily—naturally—to her.
I'm a man, in a suit. Why am I shopping?

This told me something about Melanie. We'd be sharing all
the work and the responsibility, from the beginning.

Melanie: The orientation was scheduled for 4:00 - 6:00 at
Lehman. Gary walked in the door of our apartment at 2:50, ready
to take over with Amy, and I ran out. I got to Lehman at about
3:30, and began setting up. Shortly after I arrived, so did some of
the students. It was time to make small talk with total strangers,
hoping I seemed relaxed and confident the whole time. Where
was Nick? He was probably good at this.

More people came in. No Nick. I went out into the hallway.
Nick did not magically materialize. By five to four, there were
15 people in the room, plus me, running out of things to say.
Was this what it would be like to work with Nick? Would every
day be a cliff-hanger?

Nick: The orientation went well. People seemed comfortable
with each other—it must have been all that food and wine—and
eager to talk. We hardly had to run it at all, which was just as
well, since it was our debut in public, and we had no idea how
we would work with each other. We had planned what we would
do, of course, but we didn't know how our own chemistry would
work and if our uncertainty of each other would be apparent to
the group. But it wasn't. We looked like we belonged together.

Melanie: Before we knew it, we were doing the orientation. The
group was eager to talk to each other and share teaching experi-
ences, and we found ourselves doing less talking than we had
planned, changing what we had written out to fit the group.

Talking about it afterwards, looking at how we had changed
things in progress, I realized that we had similar instincts about
what was happening in the room, and how to shift with it. By the
time we left, I was feeling pretty cheerful about the course. I
would have been feeling even better if we had chosen some of
the articles, and planned out some of the first week's activities!
But Nick didn't seem worried.

Nick: Then we had a meeting with Elaine Avidon. Melanie was
wearing these tiny dolls hanging from her ears. Half the women
in the office complimented her on them. Every one of them got
to hear about how they were Amy's favorite earrings, and a story
about Amy. Each new listener was suitably charmed, but by the
time Elaine was ready to meet with us, I had heard the same .
Amy story seven or eight times! I got a little impatient after the
fifth or sixth or seventh or eighth time. But even the fact that we
both had children became a bond between us. We could see in
our own kids child development from toddler right up to high
school, and I think our shared experiences and insights added
another dimension that informed our work in the course. We
found ourselves talking about the impact of the system on
individual students. This, too, was a pattern that was to repeat
throughout the summer.

"What do you two need to tell each other about working
with you," Elaine asked us, as she always does, presiding over
our first meeting like a matchmaker. It's a good question,
actually, but I didn't know quite how to answer it. I remember I
told Melanie that I was terribly strung out, still not finished with
a long, exhausting year, and that at that moment I wasn't focused
yet on the course we would shortly start teaching together, but
that as soon as school was out, I'd give it my full attention. I said
that I would have no trouble planning after that, and I must have
added that I was nervous, as I'm sure I mentioned.to everyone at
every opportunity.

Melanie: It was our first meeting together with Elaine, who was
our mentor for the summer. As usual, I came packing charts with
a few more days of summer tentatively sketched in, and notes for
articles and presentations. We talked for an hour, giving Elaine a
synopsis of what we had said and thought so far, and she gave us
her usual insightful, incisive input I figured that, between the
two of us, we'd be able to remember most of the ideas she was
throwing at us. And her dictum, "Do everything twice," fit right
in with what we had been thinking about taking things slowly.
Then she got up and walked out of the room, pausing in the
doorway to ask us a question: "Nick, what do you want to warn
Melanie about working with you? Melanie, what do you want to
warn Nick about?"

We sat in her office, staring at each other.
"Well, listen," Nick said, finally. "I don't know if I want to

warn you about anything. But I do want to say that I hope you
don't feel like I'm not going to pull my weight. This year's been
a real bitch, and I'm just starting to get time now to think about
the course."

"Well, actually," I said, "It's funny you should say that,
because what I want to say is that I hope you don't feel like I'm
trying to take over the course because I've had some time to
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think about it now."
Then Elaine came back, and made sure we were OK. I

thought we were. So did Nick. We were on our own.
We made arrangements to talk on the phone over the July

4th weekend.
"You can call early in the morning," Nick said. "Linette and

I used to plan at 7:00 A.M."
Was he out of his mind? I do have a child who gets me up

early, but I didn't know if I was capable of trying to plan a
course that early in the morning. Besides, I hardly knew Nick.
There was no way I was going to call a semi-stranger early in the
morning over July 4th weekend.

"Briiiinnnnggg!"
"Hello, Melanie," Nick answered. He sounded awake. I

couldn't believe we were doing this.
"Hello, Nick. Are you ready?"
"Sure. Just let me get my cigarettes

and some coffee."
Early in the morning over July 4th

weekend had turned out to be the only
time we could talk. I got up with Amy,
parked her in front of "Sesame Street,"
and dialed Nick. To my as yet untrained
ear, Nick sounded alert, better than I was
at that hour. It didn't take us more than
an hour to plan out the first couple of
days of the course.

"Let's not decide who's going to do
what," Nick said. "Linette and I used to
plan the day, but decide parts in the
room, as we saw how things developed."

Yeah, I thought to myself. But you
know Linette. We don't know each other.
Still, the idea of not having such clearly delineated "parts"
appealed to me. The issue of who could speak and what could be
said had been a problem in the spring course, one that we had not
been able to comfortably resolve. Nick, however, was obviously
confident about being able to say what he had to say, and ready
to trust that we could fairly share and support each other in the
day's activities, without a careful accounting. I liked that. Even
though not knowing exactly what part each of us would take left
me a little unsettled, I appreciated the idea that it left us more of
a chance to read the room. Not "scripting" everything out was an
acknowledgement that we were both responsible for all of a
day's activities, both likely to have ideas to put in anywhere
along the way, both ready to welcome the other person's input at
any time, publicly. I didn't know if I was ready for so much
trust, but I sure was ready to try.

Nick: One thing I did tell Melanie was that I hoped she
wouldn't mind if, after she talked during a session, I talked also
when I felt that I needed to add something to what she had said,
or come at it from another angle, and that I hoped she would do
the same for me. She said she had no trouble with that, and that
was a relief to me. One of the advantages of collaborative

teaching for me is that I don't have to carry the course alone; if I
forget to make a connection or don't take advantage of a
teaching moment, I can trust my partner to do it.Jf I can trust my
partner.

Could I trust Melanie? I liked her, respected her, but I
wasn't sure yet that I could trust her. I didn't know if power was
an issue for her, or if it would be a problem for her to work with
a man. I came into the course expecting to learn from Melanie,
as I had learned from the people I'd worked with before. But I
was more experienced now, more confident. What would
Melanie expect from me? What did she know of me—what had
she heard?

We had planned that first week carefully, so we didn't have
trouble with what we were going to do. My own agenda, as I told
Melanie the first day of the course, was different: "Melanie, I
don't know you and what's most important to me now is to
figure out how to work with you."

It just seemed to happen. We
quickly discovered, although I think
we had both suspected it, that we
had a similar sense and style of
humor. This is important. If humor is
the expression of a world view, then
we were pretty much in synch.

Maybe that was it—that we
found we had so much in common.
The Project is a very select group.
You can assume that members of the
Project share certain values and
ideas about children, learning and
language, but similarities and
elective affinities end there. The
range of personality types is
enormous. Melanie and I lucked out

with each other. The differences in gender, age and experience
gave a twist, an added dimension, to our shared values, attitudes
and perceptions.

Even our clothes helped. Jocelyn startled us one day when
she said we looked alike. Well, yeah, I guess we sort of do, dark,
curly hair, glasses. But then they accused us of coordinating our
clothes, which of course we didn't. But it did work out that way.

We didn't always agree. We saw different things, and
participants reacted to us differently.

Melanie: The very first day of the course, he crossed me up.
Actually, a participant crossed him up first, but before I knew it,
Nick had changed the way we were proceeding on the first day.
We were still moving in the same direction, and I knew we
would get to the same place, but I wanted to get there the way
we had planned, instead of through something he was inventing
on the spot.

Over lunch, we talked about the change in direction. He had
a good reason for what he did, and the morning had gone well,
but I was uncomfortable with his having changed direction
without a glance, a whisper, a note, and he saw my point, too.

Please see Pants, next page ...

If I forget to make a
connection or don't
take advantage of a
teaching moment, I
can trust my partner
to do it If I can trust
my partner.
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How we proceeded in the classroom was something I was
prepared to keep negotiating.

But I didn't have to. The first day turned out to be the only
day that Nick and I had a problem in our different reactions to
the room. We didn't always have the same responses, but we
saw things in similar ways.

Nick: Melanie and I began to serve as a reality check for each
other. I trusted Melanie's vision of the course and her percep-
tions of the participants—even when we disagreed—and I came
to depend on her insights. If I wasn't sure what someone's
comment in class or piece of writing signified, I could check in
with her. Even if she didn't see or hear exactly what I did, she
had another point of view that would help me consider the
situation in a fresh way.

We shared the responsibility all the way through. It was
comforting to have someone there to say, "What should be done
about..." to, and not feel that the decision was mine alone. And
another terrific thing about having a good partner—you can
share the joy. When someone said something wonderful, we
kvelled afterwards like proud parents.

We admired the instructors who had lunch with people in
their class, but after the heated atmosphere of the class, we
needed time to chill out, alone and together, to review what had
happened in the morning, and to see if we needed to make
adjustments for the afternoon session. Neither of us saw our
plans as a rigid agenda, even if we had spent hours preparing
them. I knew that some of my shifts were sudden, but Melanie
and I quickly learned to communicate our changing perceptions
to each other and to make the changes we felt were needed while
the class was going on.
Melanie: Our reactions complemented each other, and our
differences became strengths in our working relationship. Nick
kept reminding them to use "whatever works for you." I was the
one who said, "OK, find a place to put a period." In response to
a question about how something would work in the classroom,
Nick was more likely to remember to point out that each teacher
would be finding her own way to use the ideas and techniques in
ways that were comfortable for her; I was more likely to respond
with a few specific ways they could work things in. A question
about how a teacher would use all this in her classroom—would
she have to do it all the time or could she just do it in pieces—
brought different responses from us. Nick explained that each
teacher would find the way to make it work for her, that there
was no one right way to do it. I gave some quick examples of the
way the writing process "stuff worked with literature, or other
things that might be required. But it is important for participants
to hear both things, and, in fact, they may not be able to hear one
without the other. We both took turns filling each of these roles,
of course, contributing concrete suggestions for classroom use
and helping participants to see that there was no one "right" way
to work with these approaches; showing them where the theory
we had been reading addressed their questions and assuring them
that their experience as teachers would guide their use of these

techniques. We often did not respond exactly the same way to a
question. Nick was good at slowing down and giving people a
chance to think and absorb. He also turned out to be one of those
people who stops to think before he speaks, and early on I found
myself taking more time before I responded in the classroom, so
I wouldn't always be talking first. Those extra few seconds of
silence were good for the room.

Not that I had to be so careful about Nick. His approach
made him comfortable with putting in his ideas at any time, and
as we adjusted to each other, we were both contributing com-
ments and suggestions whenever they seemed appropriate. Nick
also had one other advantage: he's a guy. As a man in a leader-
ship position in a room mostly full of women, his words were
taken more seriously by some participants than mine. We were
working with a good group, so that factor was a more minor one
than it has been in other situations I've both worked in and
heard about, but there were times when I was running a part of
the course, questions came up, and participants looked to Nick
for the response. Nick and I began to refer to me as his "evil
twin." The gender difference affected the way our partnership
was perceived by several participants in a way that it doesn't
when two women are working together; however, because Nick
is such a "liberated" guy, we were able to talk about it, laugh
about it, and keep it from becoming a problem in our working
together. Power was just not an issue with him.

Nick: Melanie became my "evil twin" after Jocelyn had pointed
out that we looked similar, and we began to notice that some
participants were responding differently to us. We observed that
I seemed to have more authority in the room. If people had
problems with the work, they were more likely to come to me. If
they had questions in class, they often looked to me for an
answer, even when Melanie was running that part of the session.
We thought that the participants understood that we shared the
responsibilities of the class equally—hadn't they seen me
lugging all that food for the orientation?—and that we both had
wide knowledge bases and experience. We were fairly certain
that the people in the course had gotten that message, so we
ascribed it to patterns of stereotyping that people fell into
unconsciously. I was the man in the room, so I must really be in
charge.

We laughed about it, but it wasn't at all amusing that
Melanie also attracted whatever bad vibes there were in the
class. Some participants credited her with attitudes that she and I
held in common, and statements that she or I might have made.
A few people were comfortable telling Melanie what she said or
did that they didn't like, but no one ever said anything directly
to me. No one ever called me on a remark that might have been
a little too flip, or an attitude I may have imperfectly concealed,
but I didn't have to be so careful. Melanie was blamed for any
unhappiness in the room.

But the women also went to Melanie with their personal
problems. If someone had to be out for some complicated family
situation, they told Melanie. If someone was uncomfortable on
an emotional level, they shared it with Melanie. Maybe that was
it—maybe that's how it broke down. It occurs to me only now
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that the ratio may have been something like, "woman is to
feeling as man is to intellect/power." Maybe we became, at
some level, for a few of the participants, Mom and Dad. In the
charged air of the class, with participants digging deep into their
pasts to make texts of their own lives and their lives as teachers,
it would not have been surprising.

Melanie: Nick's wardrobe was also a factor in our ability to
work together successfully. His orange sneakers made me
nauseous in the morning, but I guess they went all right with my
fuchsia sandals. And his shirt with the dog on it saved my life the
morning I had to do memory chain and found myself looking
blankly around the room for a place to start off. The shirt-dog, as
well as the helpful letters d-o-g, reminded me of the great Dane
Rocky we'd had when I was nine, which reminded me of living
in Ohio, which reminded me....

They accused us of planning that. They suspected us of
planning a lot of things. Of course, we did plan a lot of things,
but some of what they saw as
collusion was just what fell into
place as Nick and I gained in trust
and understanding. It looked too
neat to be coincidental, but it
often was.

Sure, he was smart, and we
were coming from a similar
pedagogical background. But all I
knew while the course was going
on was that we were working well
together, and the course was
going well. People were getting
that sense of community and Nick
and I were getting into a rhythm
where it was easy to turn to each
other, whisper, jot a word on a
piece of paper, publicly show we were of two minds, admit that
it might have been better to have gone a different direction,
change our minds together, on the spot. One afternoon there was
a mutiny, coming from the growing sense of power from the
group as writers and as a community of writers and learners, and
I think everyone left that day feeling exhilarated about what had
happened. Nick and I went downstairs grinning at each other
afterwards because these participants were so good, the course
was going so well.

Nick: As we went along, it became important to us that we open
some of our own teaching process to the group. We started out
with our scripts, got used to unscheduled departures and went to
quick, whispered conferences and notes to each other. (We
always sat side by side, leading to someone's observation that
we looked like bookends. We needed to talk, but I also felt
reassured by Melanie's physical presence.) Then we started
talking aloud when we thought some kind of change was in order
in response to a turn in the discussion, or to an unforeseen
concern. I wanted participants to see us as teachers responding to
students' needs and interests, taking care of them, as Elaine has

We made an effort to
trust each other's instincts
and intelligence, right
away, and it paid off early
in the course, as we
quickly found out how we
best worked together.

expressed it, rather than insisting on our own agenda. I thought
the group would find it useful to see the sometimes attendant
mess and confusion of two teachers working collaborative. I
wanted them to see teachers mediating between students' needs
as perceived by themselves and by their teachers, the constant
evaluation and reevaluation of the conditions for learning.

Melanie: It wasn't until I first sat down to write this article,
back in November, that I began to have some real understanding
about how Nick and I were able to work together so well. We
had a very good group of people in the course, and that's a big
factor, but when I started writing and talking about this piece, I
discovered a lot more. (Of course. How do I know what I think
till I see what I say?) Just talking with Nick about what we
remembered, remembering things in a similar way, but not
exactly the same way, pointed up our differences again. It's
typical of us, for example, that I remembered Elaine's using the
word "warn," and Nick remembered "tell about" in that meeting

we had, when the reality is that she
asked us three different ways, and
left us to absorb it the way we could
best understand. Doing a reunion
with Nick, watching us work
together again after not having seen
each other in a few weeks, let me
see again, fresh, how we adapted to
each other's rhythms, and the differ-
ences and similarities in our
approach to a room.

I've joked a lot about this piece
as we've worked on it, saying, hey,
it's ten pages long and we're not
even up to the course yet. But that's
because in the process of trying to
"open up" what we did, Nick and I

realized that so much happened in the planning. Looking at
everything again, comparing notes and our imperfect memories,
confessing now things we wouldn't have said to each other then,
we see how we were careful with each other. Each of us made a
deliberate, conscious effort to listen to the other. We looked at
ourselves and our strengths as coordinators, but we looked for
the other person's, too, early in our working relationship. As we
began to plan together, we left a lot of room to negotiate how
this new partnership would work, because we know each one is
different from the ones we've had before. We made an effort to
trust each other's instincts and intelligence, right away, and il
paid off early in the course, as we quickly found out how we best
worked together. And the course went well, which, after all, is
the point of the whole thing.

We even had fun.

—Nick D'Alessandro
Writing Consultant, District Two

—Melanie Hammer
Nassau Community College
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The Egg and I: Writing to Design
Have you ever wondered how to package an egg so that
you can drop it from a 15-foot balcony and have it
remain intact? To solve this problem, students in
Richard McNamee's production design classes jour-
neyed into the laws of physics and the realm of the
whimsical, sharing knowledge, ideas, materials, inspi-
ration, and hands-on construction skills to successfully
complete their test drops.

While enrolled in the NYC Writing Project's "Reading and
Writing Connections" course at my school, I decided to apply
some of the strategies that I was learning to my three "Design
and Drawing for Production" classes. The curriculum for these
classes was still in its infancy and had built-in flexibility, but
introducing reading and writing into a class of drawing and
design presented problems, until I decided to pose a "research"
problem for my students to solve.

I gave the students the following scenario:

Joe Perdue has hired the S.WA.K, design and packaging
company, where you are employed, to package the most
beautiful egg in the world which has been two years in the
making. The egg will be shipped via UPS to the World
Invitational Egg Competition in Tokyo on June 16. The
highest point the egg will ever get from the ground during
shipment will be 16' 6", the same as the distance from the
balcony to the floor of the school auditorium.

Here's how one group described how they understood the
assignment:

The aim to this project was to create and design a container
of any shape and size that would ultimately be able to
withstand the pressure from the accelerated velocity as it is
dropped from 16' 6" with an uncooked egg inside. Two key
factors in this project were that 1) the container had to weigh
under one pound, and 2) the egg cannot be broken or cracked
after the fall.

I had the students work in design teams of four to six
students. They had to create their packaging in time for the test
drop from the balcony of the auditorium to the floor below,
scheduled for June 14.

We began the design stage by brainstorming the various
substances which could be used for packaging material. As
Jeannie's group explained:

When one first ponders upon this idea of making a container
to protect an egg, it seems to be quite simple and easy to ac-
complish. It seems like all you needed was a big bag ofjello
and that should be soft enough to prevent the egg from
breaking. However, after more careful analysis of the whole
procedure involved in the experiment, questions and ideas
began to formulate better materials and containers. Ques-
tions about the practicality of the packing materials were
thought out.

The students brainstormed a list of about twenty items,
including popcorn, mashed potatoes, diapers, jello, peanut butter,
and cotton. The next day, we generated a list of various contain-
ers which could be used to hold the egg and the packing mate-
rial. Items such as Tupperware, coffee cans, pyramids, and
footballs were introduced.

The students' next task was to go home and measure an egg.
They were to include the height, width, major and minor circum-
ference. The next day we shared our findings on the chalkboard.
Compiling the various sizes of the eggs, we determined that the
average egg was 1 1/2" wide and 2 1/2" high. Using a formula,
we were able to determine the volume of the average egg to be
just over five cubic inches. The students were then challenged to
find out what minimum size container could be used. The next
day, they determined that the container had to be at least twenty
cubic inches in volume and be able to hold at least fifteen cubic
inches of packing material.

Josip's group looked at several relevant formulas:

H = 5", Radius = 2.98", Diameter = 1833", Volume of
Cylinder = r (squared) h, V(cyl.) = 2.98 (squared) 5, V (ctl.)
= 42.6" (cubed). (Note: The figures here are all averaged.)

Jeannie's group considered that:

It way known for a fact that the amount of pressure needed to
crack an egg depended on which side of the egg the force was
being pushed upon. An estimated ratio between the ends and
the sides was calculated to be 99.75 : 0.25. From this, it
clearly showed that the pressure needed to break an egg is
much greater at its end points. Because of this property, the
designed container had to be thicker at the sides rather than at
the ends.

The next step for the students was to research shapes for
their containers. Physics and math books were brought in and
each group began to study the strength and durability of the
various geometric shapes. When the shape was finally chosen by
a group, the size of the container was determined by the students
calculating the volume of the specific container using the
formulas which students obtained through research. The shapes
chosen included a pyramid, a sphere, a football, a rectangle, a
cylinder, and an egg shape.

Construction began and so did research on the type of
packing material that was to be incorporated. During a library
visit, students looked into the importance of density, compacta-
bility, and weight of the various materials they were considering.
As construction continued, and the choices of packing material
were examined, students began to write about the process
through which the group was moving:

Our group has decided to use a plastic cylinder as our egg
container. It is 5 inches high and 4 inches wide. Its volume is
62.8. We covered the walls of the container with sponges and
also the top and bottom of the container. Hopefully this will
protect the egg from the impact. In the center of the
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container we put a grapefruit peel. In the grapefruit peel we
wilt place the egg. Surrounding the egg will be a mashed
potato. We then cover the egg with the top of the grapefruit
peel. Surrounding the grapefruit are marshmallows. We
chose a plastic container with a rather strong watt so it
wouldn't crack when it hits the hard surface. We covered the
walls of the container with sponges so the egg would hit the
sponge on the impact. We would place the egg in this
grapefruit peel for extra protection. We put marshmallows
around the grapefruit peel to keep it steady and not move
around when the container is dropped.

The drop day approached and the pieces fell into place for
most of the groups. Some students did "test drops" on their own
at home from their windows while others toyed with better
design shapes. Two students even called box companies to get

advice. I decided to make a video tape of drop day to use as an
inspiration for next year's classes as well as a document for the
"Reading and Writing Connections" course.

Although it was late in the term, most students put 100%+
into the project. Most of the designs worked and the eggs
remained intact. At the last class meeting I distributed an
evaluation sheet to each of the group members asking them to
rate each other. This insured that students who did the most work
would be rewarded fairly and vice-versa.

The students and I found this project to be both educational
and fun.

—Richard McNamee
Bryant HS

Learning Is Not a Spectator Sport
Traditionally, math teachers have not encouraged
cooperative learning. In math, many of us were taught,
there is a correct answer to a problem, and each
student, in order to show that he or she understands the
work, must solve problems alone. However, current
educational research shows that when students col-
laborate in math, when they work in pairs or in groups,
several positive things occur. Besides helping each
other learn math, students also learn valuable problem-
solving and social skills. In this article, Ray Durney
presents the rationale for cooperative learning in math
classes, and he offers teachers a variety of strategies
for turning theory into practice.

For many teachers of mathematics, cooperative learning is
something you do in English or social studies. Before the recent
research indicated differently, most of us would never have used
group work in a mathematics class. Most of the Mathematics
teachers I have known and worked with felt that time, curricu-
lum, and testing constraints limited, if not forbade, any strategy
except the traditional lecture-type developmental lesson.

Most mathematics classes encourage individual, competitive
participation, where there is an absence of active involvement by
the students on the whole and no sharing or discussion of ideas,
concepts, successes, or difficulties takes place. The class is
centrally controlled and operated by the teacher. Yet, The
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, in its Evaluation
and Curriculum Standards for School Mathematics, recommends
that students become active participants in their own learning.

Cooperative learning allows this to occur. Small groups
enable students to learn from each other, both mathematical
concepts and problem-solving skills. A student who has success-
fully worked out a math problem can explain the process and
solution to a student who has not. Or, students can work on a

solution together. Also, in a small group, the quiet or unsure
student is more apt to contribute, more likely to take a chance on
volunteering a response. Many students feel more comfortable in
groups, making them more confident in solving problems.

Throughout the Standards, suggestions are made about how
students can work effectively in small group situations. Many
articles and books have recently been published offering creative
ideas on how to implement these new strategies to the classroom.
We should, at the very least, explore this idea in our own
classrooms.

I have tried, over many years as a teacher and as a supervi-
sor of mathematics, to transmit an air of classroom experimenta-
tion to my colleagues in mathematics education. As I make pres-
entations, facilitate seminars, or conduct workshops, I continu-
ally offer alternative strategies to teachers in an effort to help
them to get their feet wet with cooperative learning. I also
encourage them to share their ideas, successes, and failures with
their colleagues in the spirit of collegia! support. For the new-
comer to group work, I offer a few ideas on where cooperative
learning can be used effectively.

Homework: While the review of homework in mathematics
is essential, it is often a difficult task. Most teachers attempt to
have the homework solutions to many problems placed on the
board, reviewing them all even though every one in the class
may have arrived at the same, correct answer. (Instead, time
could be used to explore alternative solutions.) In some classes,
the review of homework could conceivably take the entire period
if the teacher allowed it. In other classes, the students' attitude is
one of "Who cares!"

If any of these scenarios sounds familiar, or if you are
looking for some new approach, then I suggest group work. At
the beginning of the period, have students meet in small groups
for a few minutes to check their work and 'agree' on the solu-

Please see Sport, next page...
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lions to their homework problems. This is a good opportunity for
students to work together to solve problems they had been
unable to complete. At the end of the prescribed time period, one
group at a time announces if there is any problem for which they
could not agree on an answer. If there are any questions, then
another group can take the floor and explain their solution. If
not, then nothing else need be done. Of course the teacher
always has the option of reviewing any problem simply by
calling on a group to explain their solution, even if no group has
asked to review that problem. Those who use overhead transpar-
encies can use the same technique as when a problem is re-
viewed. It can be written on the transparency by the group for
the entire class to see.

Review Lessons: Here is another use of group work which
can save time and still allow the teacher to cover the curriculum.
Prepare a review sheet covering problems that will be on the test,
or that require the skills that students will be asked to demon-
strate on the test. Form groups and ask the students to complete
the review sheet At the pre-determined time, each group reports
to the entire class on any problem that they, as a group, could not
complete. Other groups are asked to complete the solution and
this is the method used until all groups are polled. If every group
completes a question successfully, there is no need to review that
question. However, the teacher still has the option of giving all
the answers or of selecting certain questions for more extensive
review.

Study Groups: Like homework groups and in conjunction
with review lessons, the teacher may wish to use small groups to
have students study topics on their own before they are intro-
duced in class, while they are studying a particular unit, or as a
review at the end of the unit before a test. If possible, the
students could be encouraged to meet before or after school,
during their lunch period, or at someone's home. Or, the teacher
can give them some time during the regular class period (the
review lesson alternative).

Class Projects: Class projects in mathematics? Unheard of!
Well, I suggest that we give some more thought to using the idea
in our classes. Students should be encouraged to do outside work
(book reports, autobiographies, research projects). Moreover,
how about letting them work as teams. Let them meet as a group,
decide what their project will be, divide up the responsibilities,
prepare a written report, and perhaps even an oral presentation.
In business or consumer mathematics classes, students can do
surveys or comparison shopping. Each member of the group has
a particular task. The group then works together to integrate the
information into one project which can be presented to the entire
class.

Innovative and creative mathematics teachers can develop
their own inventory of collaborative exercises, activities, and
projects that they can adapt to any class and ability group. There
are many publications that can be used as references for the
interested teacher. It can be meaningful for students to do their
own legwork and present their findings to peers. They are indeed
empowered, and mathematics becomes more relevant to the

students' own environment and interests.
Enrichment: If teachers are using enrichment as part of their

curriculum, because it is mandated in their schools, because they
have an honors-level class, or because there is time in their
curriculum to do it, then using groups can be an enlightening
time for the students.

In addition to content as part of the enrichment, the explora-
tory strategies of problem-solving can be used at this point.
Presenting a challenging problem to a class of motivated, high-
ability students can best be approached by letting the students
work in small groups to develop strategies for solving the
problem. Students should be given opportunities to discuss
problems among their group members, to write down their
process, to create problems for the other groups to try, and to
make presentations to the entire class. Mathematics can be richly
explored if this is done with each group.

Discovery Lessons: Most teachers of mathematics would
love to have their lessons built on the premise that the students
should discover the rule, concept, formula, theorem by exploring
a problem or group of problems, looking at specific problems of
that type, trying other situations, then formalizing a general
statement that can be used in every situation. In this model, the
students move from the specific to the general. Most often,
though, students do not think in these ways.

When it is desirable to have the students discover on their
own the aim of the lesson, why not have them work in groups?
Two (or three or four) heads are better than one. Several students
working on a group of related problems will be more likely to
achieve a general rule to follow in the solution of these types of
problems than individual students working alone. In addition, it
is my belief that children are the best teachers of other children.

Skill Building Lessons: In classes where the teacher must
often spend an inordinate amount of time reviewing, or re-
teaching, basic skills the students need to know before they can
proceed on to new work, cooperative learning can be a refresh-
ing change. The frustration level (for student and teacher) in
most of these situations is high. Many days are spent re-doing
what has been done many times before, and often with poor
results, because there are still a handful of students who can't
master those particular skills.

Here is a golden opportunity to divide the class into small,
heterogeneous groups to practice a basic skill. As one skill is
mastered you can re-group (a student who is good at multiplica-
tion might not have mastered division) to work on another skill.
Working in small groups can be less frustrating for some
students because they can get immediate feedback or attention
from a group member.

Sound interesting? Sound like something you'd like to try?
There are several things to consider before you embark on a
cooperative learning experience. Students need to be prepared to
work in groups. In some classes, alternative seating arrange-
ments need to be created so students can sit in close proximity to
each other. Students also need to know the guidelines for group
work: ask group members for help, listen when a group member
is talking, allow every group member an opportunity to speak.
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students are at work, the teacher can circulate, touching base
with each group. The fear of one group finishing quickly and
sitting around 'chewing the fat' can be eliminated if extra credit
or challenge problems are distributed to groups which finish
early.

It seems to me that the teacher of mathematics has an
obligation to experiment with what most mathematics education
professionals now see as a very valuable, alternative learning
strategy in mathematics classes—cooperative learning.

Through working in groups, students soon learn the advan-
tage of working together to explore common problems, as they
will do when they venture out into the real world7A number of
prominent educators, such as Uri Treisman at the University of
California at Berkeley, have found that student achievement rises
when groups of students work together to help each other and
learn from one another.

—Ray Dumey
NYC Mathematics Project

Learning Together
In practice, traditional school systems holdfast to

the notion that learning is an independent activity and
have paid little attention to those who need the oppor-
tunity to question, articulate, and explore in collabora-
tion with others. In this article, Ed Osterman ruminates
about his own needs as a learner, from his school days,
when he gropingly pieced together a patchwork quilt of
collaborators, to the present, where, informed with
experiments and reflections, he deliberately constructs
a network of support for himself and others.

I followed my father and sister into the hospital room,
nervous and frightened about what my mother would look like. It
was only a few years since she had been in another hospital for
another reason and so she seemed to be particularly vulnerable to
me at that time. It was a silly accident that had led to this
operation and, intellectually, I knew everything would be all
right. Still, I entered the room sheepishly and timidly. I recall
that it was May or June and it was already hot; she had all of
those tubes and post-operational equipment surrounding her bed.
After the normal greetings and questions were exchanged among
the four of us, my mother, looking weak and sickly, raised her
head and turned to me and asked, "How was the test?"

I moaned and said, "Oh, Ma. Forget that! It's not impor-
tant."

My mother repeated, "How did you do?"
I gave in, "I got a 76."
She smiled. "See that? Oh, I was so worried about you."
I repeated my plea, "Stop it, Ma. Your health is what

matters."
The conversation moved on to other matters concerning

nurses, her doctor, her feelings about the accident. When a lull
occurred in the conversation, my mother's eyes focused on me.
She looked at me again, and her eyes filled with tears. "It's so
crazy," she said, "As I was being wheeled into the operating
room, all I could think about was 'How is Edward going to get
through that test without me? He's going to be so worried.'" I
begged her not to cry. I was so embarrassed. I remember feeling
almost ashamed that my idiotic struggle with high school
geometry should have been on her mind while she endured the

pain and discomfort of a major operation.
Of course, as I look back on that horrendous year now, it

comes as no surprise to me that my mother should have been so
concerned. She held my hand through that year of failure; she
dragged me and my friends through geometry much in the same
way that she got us through algebra the year before. It was not
the teacher nor my classmates who provided the interaction I
needed to learn the material; it was the patience and prodding of
my mother. This is such a cliche that I hesitate to even write
about it now. Yet, as a result of all the reading and writing and
talking we've done about learning, I am struck once again at how
important it is to bounce one's thinking off other (hopefully,
sympathetic) minds, to engage in casual talk about it, and to
struggle with new ideas outside of the formal learning environ-
ment.

I don't remember when my mother began to take an active
role in my math work. I know it started a lot earlier than algebra
and geometry. But during that year I would save my math
homework for last I'd do all the other assignments on my own
before dinner. Then, after dinner, I'd clear the kitchen table,
spread my math books and notebook out and begin doing the
assignment as my mother washed the dishes. When I couldn't do
one example, I'd skip it and go on. When the dinner dishes
were all put away, my mother would sit down at the table, and
together we'd attempt to figure out the problems I couldn't do
alone. Many times our deliberations were interrupted by phone
calls from my friend Mark. "Did your mother figure out #8?"
he'd ask.

I remember being in awe of how she virtually re-taught
herself math during that year. She'd open my textbook and start
from page one, reviewing all of the things she had learned years
ago. She'd always say to me, "All you have to do is to re-read
everything carefully, you know." But somehow, the words and
symbols on the page never meant anything meaningful to me.
But my mother would make it more understandable. She'd draw
diagrams on scrap paper and on kitchen napkins; she'd try to
apply some of the problems to everyday situations for me.
Whenever I came home from school, she'd ask about the
problems we couldn't solve together, eager to know how the
teacher solved it. Mind you, all of this never helped me to

Please see Together, next page...
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change my feelings about math (I loathed it then and I still do)
and I never got more than a 75 in any math course, but I am
convinced that it was her caring, her patience, and our talking
about it that helped me survive those courses.

As I look back on much of my learning through the years, I
realize that 1 have frequently depended on other people to help
me understand things more clearly. When it wasn't my mother,
my friends assumed the roles of helpers and collaborators. When
I was taking freshman writing classes in college, I used to make
frequent phone calls to my friend Walter, who was a year ahead
of me in school and a superb writer. Not yet knowing that it was
okay to use a writing group, I used him as a sounding board
whenever I was working on a draft. I'd read introductions over
the phone: Is it clear? Is it tight? I'd check out the development
of the argument with him: Does it make sense? Are there
enough supporting details? I needed \r person to help me understand

what I was writing. And, despite his
own heavy work load, Walter
graciously gave up sometimes an
hour or so to be my writing partner.

This process did not end with
college. In graduate school, I grew to
understand Faulkner and Joyce and
Melville after I had the opportunity to
discuss their books in bars and
cafeterias with Berkeley or David or
Kay, friends who were reading the
same material. Outside of the
classroom, 1 felt safe to ask stupid
questions, to admit confusion, to
venture interpretations. I knew
friends would listen; I knew they'd
share their thinking with me. When I
started teaching, I regularly phoned
Susan or Phil for help, always asking
advice about a motivation or the de-
velopment of a lesson. When I began
working with the Writing Project, it was Marcie whose question-
ing and prodding helped me to learn how to respond to a
theoretical text, to pose questions about it, to see larger issues
beyond it.

I don't believe my experience is a unique one. Most of us
cannot learn alone; I truly believe this. Yet, although schools
place students in rooms with thirty other people, the system has
taught us to avoid turning to each other for help. We don't see
each other as potential partners in learning; we don't see the
students sitting in front or in back of us as resources. Not only is

Most of us cannot
learn alone; I truly be-
lieve this. Yet, although
schools place students
in rooms with 30 other
people, the system has
taught us to avoid turn-
ing to each other for
help.

the intellectual exchange severely curtailed, but so is the
possibility for emotional bonding. When people discuss ideas
and explore issues together (much as we do during Writing
Project Workshops), it is not simply an intellectual endeavor.
There is frequently a sharing of personal anecdotes, an admission
of vulnerability, a revealing of individual strengths and weak-
nesses. In short, there is the potential for friendship and close-
ness to grow out of the discussion, thereby creating a richer and
warmer atmosphere in the room that allows students to risk and
to learn more.

In most of our schools, this doesn't happen. From the way in
which classrooms are set up, to the manner in which lessons are
structured, to the process by which curricula are determined,
peer support and collaboration are impossible. So, we are forced
to search for it. Some of us have been lucky enough to find it
elsewhere, predominantly in our relationships outside of school.
I had a parent and friends who at different times and in different

contexts were there to validate my
hunches or push me to think more
deeply. I suppose there are many
people like Richard Wright who,
forced by circumstances, do learn
on their own, but I think these
people are the exceptions to the
rule. The ability to learn in isolation
strikes me as extraordinary, an act
of incredible will and courage. It is
an ability, I suspect, beyond the
grasp of the average person. How
many millions of Americans there
must be who have never reached
their potential because they didn't
have other people to help mediate
their learning and lacked the inner
strength to do so independently.
This is a tragedy of our educational
system.

And so, when I think of my
mother in that hospital room, I am

sad, but I am grateful too—grateful that she was there to help me
learn and that there were others to follow her. In the ensuing
years, I have always managed to find peers who wanted to listen
and wanted to talk, and they have always found me, too. Per-
haps, then, that is one of the reasons I find my work as a teacher-
consultant to be so rewarding. I am listening to teachers; I am
helping them to test their thinking and their skills. I am giving
to colleagues what my mother and friends have given to me:
another ear, another mind. A partner. A collaborator. The luxury
of having someone to learn with. It shouldn't be a luxury.

—Ed Osterman
Writing Teachers Consortium
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mean it's fun cause... I mean, two pe... two people there you can
have fun. But, you know, a-a crowd you could have even more,
more... because now, y'know... shit like that. So I don't feel that
way. (pause) I feel like, y'know, it's like whatever I says it's
like it's stupid. And tha-that's why, you know, I... even with ah-
um, I'm forcing myself jus-jus'to graduate with Spanky. And if
not, forget it, I would' ve taken my time, y'know, not bust my ass
like I'm doing, (pause) I don'know, it's like everything I do is
smpid. Is, is me, I um, tr... I even work for money, I try...

*

Veronica: That's (unclear)... You know, I don't know. I
jus 'sometime I feel lonely.

Genesis: Today you felt like that?
Veronica: Everyday when I (unclear)...
Genesis: This morning, right? Y 'felt like that?
Spanky: When?
Genesis: When we were doing the pictures?
Veronica: Everyday I feel this way. (pause) I don't know. It's like

you know, um-oomh... Genesis makes you laugh more than I
do. I'm not tryin', ah...

The other two features of social climate which Burgess and
Gulliver have identified as necessary conditions for successful
small groups are, in this case, the issue which is being discussed
as well. The Crickets are discussing the dynamics of their
communication, because they want to reestablish an equality of
relationships and an absence of competitiveness. From the
sections which I quoted above, we get a picture of a young
woman, Veronica, who says that she feels left out, lonely, and
neglected by her peers. Spanky, for one, disagrees. Elsewhere, he
argues that Veronica should stop "acting dizzy" and make a
greater effort to include herself in their group activities. "You
don't make yourself part of it," he later says to Veronica. But
throughout this conversation, Veronica fights to regain her place
of equality with the others, and increasingly, she raises her voice
until it is heard, until she no longer needs to work so hard to get
Spanky *s and the others' attention. At the beginning the three
other members of this group see themselves as being above
Veronica, which does force her to compete to be heard. How-
ever, about mid- way through their time together, the Crickets can
be heard sealing their friendship in blood.

According to Spanky's annotations, it was Veronica who
"wanted to become blood buddies, and we as usual made funny
comments and jokes about it." A resolution seems to be evident
from this point on, and the focus of attention moves away from
Veronica and her difficulties to Spanky's problems with money
and Alissa's problems with her boyfriend. Once they feel like
equal and cooperative partners again, they are able to work
together to pose and solve the problems that are most important
to them.

Of course, throughout the transcript, there is also quite a bit
of joking and laughter. In her annotations, Genesis notices that
"mostly in this whole book [the complete transcript], we have
made each other laugh a hell of a lot and it made us forget most
of our problems for a while."

Alissa's summary of her impressions of the transcript are

similar: "We just bugged out and made up. We tried our best to
make sure Veronica knew how much she means to us."

Spanky writes, "I for one feel that it helped pretty much, and
I like this little thing [the transcript]. I do think it got a lot of our
feelings out and we got more together."

As an outsider, it seems to me that the cohesiveness of this
group of students was never really in doubt. They are able to
work things out because they have a positive social climate.
There is good chemistry between them, which is what enabled
them to do the things that make small groups work.

Modes of Discourse
By identifying "discourse modes" instead of merely looking

for discrete linguistic interactions, the students and I were able to
broaden our analysis to include a look at the ways in which they
initiated and then agreed to continue talking in particular ways
for some time. As I said above, in the transcript, Alissa, Genesis,
Spanky, and Veronica can be found asking their own questions,
making their own hypotheses, allowing each others' positions to
be tentative, paying attention to the impact of their words on the
others, giving evidence and making connections from their own
experience, and coming.to personally significant conclusions.
The linguistic modes which the Crickets and I identified in the
transcript are similar to the "discourse modes" that Terry Phillips
has recently set forth. He identifies five, and then argues that
only two of them encourage students "to become actively
involved in their own learning" (77): the hypothetical and
experiential modes.

I've already given examples of the hypothetical mode in
Veronica's talk, identifying linguistic markers such as "I don't
know," "you know," and "like." This discourse mode is to some
degree dependent on group members being—to use Burgess and
Gulliver's phrase—"supportive of tentativeness." Phillips
characterizes the hypothetical mode this way:

When working in this mode, children use prefaces such as
'what about' 'how about' and 'say', and the word 'if is used
either in the same utterance or in another utterance soon
afterwards. By employing phrases like these the speakers
propose a period of speculative discourse in which the group
as a whole contributes a number of notions to a 'think-tank'
pool. As other speakers respond by using similar marking
devices, or by using modalities such as 'could' and 'might', a
conversation develops in which the speakers work together in
a hypothetical manner (68, 69).

An example from the transcript comes at about the half-way
point, when the conversation was breaking down. Veronica
attempts to open it up again by beginning with just a few
hypothetical words. Spanky doesn't take the cue, because, as he
writes in his annotations, he "was getting pissed and pretty
[anxious] then to get to the point." Fortunately, Alissa does
agree to move into a hypothetical mode, and she begins to
speculate on what else might be bothering Veronica. Soon
Spanky joins in as well.

Veronica: (After a pause) I don't., huh...
Spanky: We're not... We didn't get anywhere. We didn't get

anywhere!

Please see Talking, next page...
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Allssa: And besides, look a'that other shit, you know, like... If
we're supposed to be friends, you should be able to tell us and
stop worrying about it, the Genesis and Spanky thing. Cause
there's a lot more things going on in your head, and you don't
tell us. And that what... I think you ju-come to school with
that, and just... You jus'put it'all on this, (pause) It's sounds
talking about like-like she'll have problems at home, and then
she'll like...

Spanky: (together with Alissa) Yea, she ah... She does have other
problems...

Alissa: ...and then jus-just talks to us and sh-she blows up. You
need to tell us that. Cause we constantly talking about you, not
because... We worried about you and you don't tell us
anything.

Spanky and Alissa are able to build on each other's com-
ments because they have both accepted a hypothetical mode of
communication.

The second type of interaction which Phillips identifies, the
experiential mode, might also be called "narrative," because it is
often related to personal stories. Peer group members use this
mode to establish common reference points among themselves,
within which they then make judgments about how to integrate
new experiences and information. It can form what Jerome
Bruner has called the "scaffolding" for their learning. They use
personal experiences, often experiences which they have shared,
to give examples in support of their assertions and to make
connections between what is known and the new knowledge that
they are trying to create together. Phillips writes that in this
mode:

Children use utterances which begin with 'I remember'
or with a similar structure which indicates that they are
recalling a personal experience; or they begin with the word
'once' as a way of setting the information that follows into a
time and space distanced from the here and now (69).

In the transcript there are many examples of this anecdotal
evidence and narrative thinking. Here'a one:

Veronica: You don't, you may not notice yourself, cause people
don't notice, doesn't notice themself when they, sometimes
they say things...

Spanky: So, tell me.
Alissa: Like what?
Genesis: Okay, right. Remember when we talked to each other

about my scarf?
Alissa: The scarf: remember the things you said?
Spanky: Yea, but that was playing, and she takes it serious.
Veronica: But not that I'm not talking about that
Spanky: That she took serious.
Veronica: I'm not.. It's like...
Alissa: What are you talking about, Veronica?
Veronica: Like, I don't know. It's like... In the way, the way I

take it, like he's trying to make, get me jealous... with, um,
Genesis.

Spanky: No. Veronica, no.
Veronica: Yes. When she come and say, (affected voice) "Oh!

You should see my beautiful-th-th-this and that." Or, "That's
my Cricket."

In her annotations, Alissa notes that in this section, Genesis,
Spanky, and she find themselves "talking about Veronica like
she's not there, trying to figure out what she's feeling." They had
moved into a "remember when" mode in order to figure some-
thing out.

Several minutes later the story about the scarf comes up
again. This time they remind each other about another part of
this story in order to distinguish their reactions from those of
their friend, Felix. They tell a second story to make the distinc-
tions even more clear. It seems important to the other three that
Veronica doesn't confuse their constructive criticism with
Felix's penchant for going "out of it."

The point that Alissa, Genesis, and Spanky want to make to
Veronica is not a simple one. On the one hand, they seem
uncomfortable with the fact that "people wanna talk" about the
way that Veronica dresses. Yet, they also want to distinguish
their friendly advice from Felix's (and others') disrespect. Their
"argument" is a story, the narrative of a shared experience, which
they then interpret to make their point.

Genesis: But what we tell you is for your good. Y'understand?
So's they won't go laughing at you.

Alissa: Cause we do that a lot. We'll be like, "Maybe Veronica
shouldn't do this, cause people talk about her." I'm going to
tell you, like, you know, sometimes the way you dress is like...
people wanna talk. And we only tell you cause, you know...

Genesis: Yea, you can't...
Alissa: I don't like when people are going to talk about you.
Genesis: Right
Veronica: Cause if you know how people are, they like to talk

around you, then to dress the way they dress. But I dress how
I...

Alissa: We're not telling you that! You know, cause you-you dress
different. It's okay, you know, people like it, but sometimes
people talk and it bothers me. You can't give in t'them, you
know.

Spanky: So you got to sit there and listen.
Alissa: You got to hear what people say.

This transcript is evidence that high school students have the
ability to deal with complex, subtle concepts if we give them the
freedom to explore issues in relation to their own experiences. In
small groups students have opportunities to talk to each other
hypothetically, to build their pool of knowledge through specula-
tive language. By enabling and teaching our students to use these
hypothetical and experiential modes of discourse, we are helping
them to become "connected knowers," who are able "to use their
own personal experience as a source of knowledge" (Belenky
120-123).

Implications for Teaching
The kinds of peer interactions that the Crickets and I

identified in their half-hour of "talking without teachers" aren't
easily reproduced in the classroom. Although it seems clear that
whole-class discussion often does not engender reflective,
exploratory, active talk and thought, it must be admitted that
classroom peer group discussion can also be limited. Members of
some groups simply encourage one or two "leaders" to finish the
work that the teacher has assigned without any real exchange of
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ideas. And we all no doubt recognize, with dismay, Diana
George's description of the "dysfunctional" group, which she
says "is essentially a non-group":

When asked to break into groups, these students do not form
a circle. They sit in a short row. When pressed, they will move
into a kind of a circle, usually with one or two members sitting
determinedly outside the group, partially facing away from the
others. They are not self-starting. They have difficulty beginning
work on even the simplest of tasks. They cannot keep a discus-
sion moving. Instead, they accept any comment that any one
member makes as "the answer" (321). Notice that George does
not say that the students are dysfunctional; rather it's the
classroom group activity that isn't working. These are the same
fluent students who keep the noise levels high in the cafeteria.
Teacher intervention (without domination) is needed to bring that
"noise" into their peer group inquiries.

Based on the investigation that the Crickets and I conducted,
I offer the following speculations on how we might improve our
teaching. To help students work more effectively in small
groups, as teachers we need to consider three questions:

—What sorts of themes and materials would best
encourage students to become active, collaborative
learners?
—What is the teacher's role in providing opportunities
for students to practice effective speaking and listening
skills in peer groups?
—What strategies can we use to help our students to
make constructive assessments of their positive and
negative conversational patterns in groups?

The first of these is a question about curriculum, the second
about the teacher's role in the collaborative classroom, and the
third about student self-assessment of their effectiveness in
groups.

Curriculum
What we ask our students to talk about is an issue that

deserves more attention than it normally receives in the literature
about small group inquiry. Too often the process of students
working in small groups is described in isolation from the
content of these interactions, as if the "how" of the experience is
all that mattered.

The study that I have reported here suggests that if we want
students to have a commitment to collaborative learning, we need
to design our curricula in dialogue with them. We need to find
themes with our students that come out of and have impact in
their lives. Such curricula will be based on issues which have
both personal and political importance. That is, they are issues
which indicate actions for us to take, and require reflection and
further study. It is here, in the lives of our students, where we
teachers who use small groups will begin to find answers to our
questions about content—about what they should be talking
about.

Because such themes must come from specific teacher-
student dialogues at particular times and places, it would go
against the nature of this process for me to make a list here of

what such curricula should include. However, I can give some
examples of such personal and political themes that my own
students and I have found to be vital over the past couple of
years. The issues that we have explored through reading, writing,
art, and conversation have included immigration, family history,
work, neighborhoods, racism, media images, language diversity,
and community.

How different this seems from the definition of "collabora-
tive learning" implicit in Kenneth Bruffee's description of,
"what students do when working collaboratively in small groups
in order to read a text with understanding." Instead of finding
their own questions in the text, "they converse in order to reach
consensus in answer to questions the teacher has raised about the
text" (645).

Without question, we have important roles to play in helping
students find vital topics which will enable them to enter into
what Bruffee calls the "Conversation of Mankind" (and other
conversations too), but notions about teachers setting problems
or raising questions for their students may not leave enough
room for dialogue. How often do our small groups fail because
they are in fact ours? In the conversation that the Crickets and I
analyzed, they asked their own questions, determined their own
topics, decided themselves what things they needed to reach
consensus on and what things they could leave undecided.

Teacher's Role
This study suggests that we can identify which kinds of talk

nurture intellectual growth and which kinds impede thinking.
Based on this, I would argue that our role in the collaborative
classroom is constantly to pay attention to the social climate. In
the context of such a classroom, we teachers cannot only be a
resource for information, but also a guide who is able to recog-
nize and make suggestions about positive and negative communi-
cation patterns when we see them.

We would do well to frame these observations and interva-
tions with the four features of an ideal small group which
Burgess and Gulliver identify. These are helpful lenses through
which to view our students' conversations. We might ask
ourselves whether or not the small groups are fostering equality
of relationships, absence of competitiveness, reciprocal
supportiveness, and support of tentativeness (85).

In our classrooms, as we move from group to group, we
might listen for evidence of a pecking order that would tend to
stifle some members during an inquiry. When we do find
unequal relationships in peer groups, we can help by introducing
"group dynamics" strategies that may help some to listen better
and others talk with less fear. Examples include having students
stop periodically to hear from people who haven't spoken much
yet, or limiting the number of times or the length of time any one
person can speak.

To encourage students to work in true cooperation instead of
competitively, we might structure our tasks so that the students
are rewarded for group, not individual, achievement. To use a
common assignment as an example, what if, instead of asking
students to write isolated point-of-view pieces from a particular

Please see Talking, next page...
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Haiti or South Africa or the South Bronx, working to live with
pride and dignity in the face of violence and racis.ro? They would
have to work cooperatively to describe their imagined lives
together. Such an assignment suggests both what the curriculum
might be for small group inquiries and what our role is in
sponsoring them.

Finally, in order to foster tentativeness, we need to find ways
for students to have extended periods of time for group work.
Team-teaching, double periods, and other alternative types of
schedules make small group inquiries more effective. And we
constantly need to remind ourselves to demonstrate how any
conclusion can be doubted and any consensus can be compli-
cated, especially our own.

Assessing Conversations

A third issue which we as teachers need to address has to do
with development of a clear framework that students can use to
study conversations critically. In our research, Alissa, Genesis,
Spanky, Veronica, and I found it helpful to use the two modes of
discourse, hypothetical and experiential, which Terry Phillips
describes. As this work suggests, we can help our students to pay
attention to times when they are more or less successful at
creating periods of "speculative discourse in which the group as a
whole contributes a number of notions to a 'think-tank' pool"
(68). And they can value and extend those times in their groups
when they tell stories, narratives grounded in their common
experience, to demonstrate their assertions.

Using discourse modes such as these, it would be interesting
to set aside time for students to analyze transcripts of their
conversations, which have been recorded with audio or video
tape. We would be able to teach them which of their linguistic
interactions lead to constructive contributions toward the
building of new knowledge in their groups, and which interac-
tions seem to impede this growth. We might have them make
note of the kinds of language they use and the kinds of attention
they pay when they are being reflective, accepting, personal, and
supportive. As Phillips points out, "spoken language forms a
text... and with current technology it is possible to capture these
texts and study them" (81).

Conclusion
Peer group inquiry can give students the opportunities they

need to find their own linguistic and conceptual paths into
discipline-specific subject matter. It can also enable students to
write, read, and talk self-consciously about their own experiences
with an eye toward drawing connections between their own
bodies, cultures, histories, stories, or environments, and the
disciplines such as health, art, music, history, literature, math, or
science.

In the conversation that the Crickets and I analyzed, we
identified and described the traces of a virtual think-tank which
we found in their talk. I'm convinced that the lunchroom and
.hallway chatter is a rich resource for the classroom teacher. We
should continue to collect evidence of our students' ability to

create knowledge collaboratively outside of our classroom
walls. And we should also record and analyze those classroom
small-group conversations which show how this approach to
learning helps our students both to clear paths for the develop-
ment of new ways of thinking and to invest these new ideas
with the vitality of their lives.

This study of a private, self-sustained conversation sug-
gests that peer group inquiries are more likely to be effective
when the issues that students explore are of personal and
political significance to them, when the teacher learns to
assume the role of listener and guide, and when time is set aside
for critical assessment of effective patterns of communication.
If we believe in collaborative learning then we will always have
before us three questions—exciting questions, because they can
best be answered slowly, day by day, in actual classrooms with
real students, one small decision at a time: What should this
class be about? What should our roles as teachers and students
be? What should we do to assess our progress?

—Paul R. Allison
University Heights HS
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In this important article, Kenneth A. Bruffee makes a strong
argument for the use of collaborative learning by presenting the
"conceptual rationale" to support the practice of this alternative
classroom structure. He establishes the importance of conversa-
tion as crucial to initiating students into new knowledge commu-
nities of which they are not yet a part He firmly believes that
when used correctly and carefully, collaborative learning can
change what and how students learn.

He begins with the premise that thought is public and social
conversation internalized. He states that this internalized conver-
sation or reflective thought is learned in and through conversa-
tion in direct social exchange with others. He argues that "to
think well as individuals we must learn to think well co.llec-
tively—that is we must learn to converse well" (640).

He takes this further and says, "If thought is internalized
conversation, then writing is internalized conversation re-
externalized" (641). Through this argument he encourages
college English teachers to use collaborative learning to provide
students with the opportunity to engage in conversation among
themselves at as many points in the reading and writing process
as possible. He firmly believes in the necessity of the community
of peers in which students have the opportunity to practice the
kind of conversations which will enhance their thinking and
writing. This community, he argues, also provides a model for
the larger communities in which they will be called upon to
perform in the world of work.

Bruffee argues for the value of collaborative learning as a
model for the creation and maintenance of knowledge. He
advances the theory of knowledge as an "artifact" created and
maintained by a community of "knowledgeable peers." With
this view of knowledge, he expresses the idea, that through col-
laborative learning, students not only experience the way

knowledge is created and maintained, but they have the under-
standing of how it changes and grows.

According to Bruffee, collaborative learning not only
challenges the traditional authority of knowledge, but it chal-
lenges "the traditional basis of the authority of those who teach"
(649). He does not see the teacher as lacking in authority, but
the authority is derived from being part of a larger community
with the responsibility to maintain the standards of the commu-
nity and assist in the acculturation of the new members.

Although Bruffee's article is addressed specifically to
teachers of college English and writing, his arguments for
collaborative learning are applicable to the teaching of writing
and reading at all levels. Brenda Miller Power, in her article,
describes how three first graders grew and changed socially,
emotionally and intellectually as they "negotiated meaning" in a
collaborative community.

While there are those who are suspicious of collaborative
learning and worry about the loss of individuality in "group
think", those of us who have used this alternative style of
teaching or learning know the benefits of collaboration. We
know that individuals who learn to be pan of a group and
contribute to the group gain a sense of power as individuals.

Further, collaborative learning is especially useful to
students from cultures other than the dominant one. For them,
group work eases the transition between the home or community
culture and the culture of the schools. As an African American, I
had to learn the norms of another cultural community in the
process of my schooling, and collaborative learning would have
made this experience less uncomfortable. Many of us know from
our own classroom experiences the richness of the discussions
and the importance of the group in helping us sharpen, refine and
clarify our thoughts.

I found that Bruffee's article confirmed many of my own
beliefs about teaching and learning. In addition, he challenged
me to think in a different way about many of the issues of
empowerment, cultural literacy, and pedagogy.

—Linette Moorman
Writing Consultant, District Two

From A Teaching Journal
I give an assignment, or explain the "do now," or hand out a

worksheet and almost always tell the class that they may work
on this together. This pronouncement is greeted, often, with
blank stares and eyes that return immediately to each individual
paper. Very occasionally a less confident student will, with
relief, push his/her desk next to a student considered brighter
with the hope of assistance; rarely will the overture be greeted
with the desired response. If I direct it, if I directly ask one
student, for example, to explain the assignment to another, this
they will do; happily, it seems. Why the difference? Perhaps the
latter carries full teacher acknowledgement and attention, while
the former doesn't seem to, at least as obviously.

One day I give a quiz. Two students/friends who sit together
did fairly well, but each hadn't grasped a couple of concepts,
different ones for each. Within the frame of the quiz I sent them
back to work on their papers together. Suspicious, they looked at
me with narrowed eyes—"what game was she playing now?" I
shooed them away and left them to their own devices. After-

wards we talked. Was this cheating? Yes. Did they feel they had
helped each other? Yes. Did they feel they had helped each other
learn? Yes. Was there anything wrong with helping each other
learn? No. Did they like working together? Yes. Did they feel
better about handing in their papers now that they had worked
together? Yes Was this cheating? Yes.

I'm only slightly frazzled by all of this because I understand
it, too well. Years of subjection to a testing mentality within a
competitive structure has imprinted them with static, fossilized
ideas of what's right and wrong, has left no doubt in their minds
of the need to perform and find ways to garner attention from the
teacher, and of the useless non-necessity of doing anything for
its own sake. Students are goal-oriented and too rarely is
learning their goal. Cooperation is cheating because it circum-
vents the reality of individual achievement. If one contributes
more than the other, his/her contribution (and thus ability as a
student as well as worth as a human being) won't be fully
recognized. Cooperative arrangements steal the thunder.

—Lisa Rosenberg
James Monroe HS
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Project Notes
As advocates of alternative methods of teaching reading and

writing, we've been struggling for some years now with the
ways we assess student writing. Marcie Wolfe continues to
explore these concerns in the form of a newly-created seminar.
In the latest addition to the New York City Writing Project's
advanced seminars, Marcie and course participants Paul Allison,
Elaine Avidon, Carol Bertisch, Gary Eiferman, Gail Kleiner,
Mary Otto and Steve Shreefter are conducting further investiga-
tions into the uses of portfolio assessment. We're waiting to
hear the results of this initial exploration and to share the issues
raised during their investigation.

Another piece of the assessment puzzle is under considera-
tion by the Adult Educators Development Project Marcie and
Karen Griswold are coordinating the efforts of adult educators
from literacy programs across the city as they explore strategies
for alternative assessment.

Seven people have been selected to participate in the new
Teacher-Consultants Training Program. Coordinated by Tho-
masina LaGuardia and Elaine Avidon, the seminar has been
restructured so that the participants spend the bulk of their
training observing ongoing WTC courses. Congratulations to
Linda Correnti, Patricia Denney, Linda Farrell, Eve La Belle,
Marianne Pita, Katherine Schulten, and Roz Silverstein upon
their selection. We look forward to sharing the new notions and
perspectives that you will bring to the WTC.

Movin' On: Cynthia Carrasquillo left her position as
director of the Adult Literacy Center to direct the ESL compo-
nent of CUNY's Welfare Reform Initiative.

Bryna Diamond, previously Site Advisor of the New York
Public Library Center for Reading and Writing at the Mott
Haven Branch, has joined the administrative team as the Learn-
ing Technologies Specialist, working out of the CRW offices at
the Bloomingdale Regional Library. Congratulations to both!

Two and a half years ago, Denise Levine moved into the
Project offices to coordinate the Junior High School Writing and
Learning Project After building a superb team of junior high
school teacher-consultants, Denise is taking her skills downtown
to District 2 in Chinatown. She made a great contribution to the
Project, and the effects of her leadership will continue. We
thank her for a job well done, and wish her an unending supply
of challenge and success.

Innovative Institute for Literacy Studies ideas continue to
attract attention (read: funding) from both governmental and
private sources. Both the JHS Writing and Learning Project and
the Adult Educators Development Project, and the Institute in
general, have been awarded financial support.

In our continuing collection of publication kudos, congratu-
lations go out to Johannah Franke. "Coaching, Dancing, and
Writing: Parallel Skills," was published in the December, 1989
issue of Teaching English in the Two-Year College, one of
NCTE's professional journals. Johannah, originally a teacher of
dance/movement, became pan of a pilot program designed to
retrain teachers from various disciplines to teach basic writing,
and now teaches English as well.

—Lisa Rosenberg
James Monroe H.S.

Steal These Ideas
Gloria Piraino was looking for innovative ways to teach

literature. Encouraged by the NYCWP Reading/Writing Connec-
tions Course at Bryant HS in Queens, she decided to experiment
with pairs of students working together to enrich learning. In her
ninth- and twelfth-grade English classes, students interviewed
each other as part of the literature unit

Introducing H.G. Wells' novel The War of the Worlds,
Gloria led a class discussion on the possibility of alien life and
its history from ancient times to the present After exchanging
information and speculations, Gloria presented her students with
a fictional headline: "Alien Life Lands in Astoria." Given this
situation, she asked the seniors what they would most want to
know. Students brainstormed a list of questions to ask the aliens,
and then paired off to conduct interviews, with one student
functioning as the interviewer and the other as the alien.

Gloria found that while there was much giggling and
silliness, some truly probing insights came out of this activity.
One student asked about alien gods, and the "alien" answered,
"We need no gods—we are beyond gods. We are scientists."
Another student asked about alien energy sources, and her
"alien" responded, "We create our own energy with the electrical
power of our brains."

"These responses showed me," said Gloria, "that this
activity fostered great thought and insight on the part of my
twelfth-graders. In addition, they could not wait to read Wells'
version of an invasion from space."

Encouraged by this experience, Gloria used the interview
technique in her ninth-grade classes to help students get inside a
character's head. During their reading of Rod Serling's Requiem
for a Heavyweight, students role-played interviews of Mountain
McClintock, the ex-prizefighter, and Grace Carrie, his employ-
ment counselor. Before conducting the interviews, students
prepared a list of questions appropriate for an employment
placement interview. When the interviews were completed,
Gloria felt, "my ninth-graders had a deeper understanding of
McClintock's problems in trying to change careers. They also
found how awkward a position Grace was in—feeling an
enormous pity for McClintock, yet being unable to help him.
These insights greatly enhanced their experience in reading this
play."

In both classes, Gloria felt that enabling the students to
learn from each other and help each other to explore and under-
stand the literature was a powerful experience for them.

How can students who are verbal be encouraged to transform
their talk into writing? What issues do students see as important
in reading literature? How can students be more involved in the
reading/writing process? Eileen Cuff, of Newtown HS in
Queens, found herself asking these questions. In an attempt to
address these concerns, Eileen embarked on an experiment
involving two of her English classes in which students kept
reader-response journals.
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While reading The Scarlet Letter, students responded to
the novel in a journal. They were invited to interact with the
text by asking questions, writing about their impressions,
expressing opinions, commenting on the action, criticizing
behavior, or comparing a character's experience with their
own. Each student in the first class was paired with a student
from the second. Journals were collected so that students could
read their partner's journal and respond to the other's entries.

Eileen noted that, at first, students were uncomfortable
with the unstructured format of the reader-response journal
and asked for specific assignments, but soon were dealing with
issues that concerned them. Several interesting questions
arose:

Why did Hester stay in that town?

How could Hester not tell Pearl who her father was?

How come the minister had so much power?

Did the Puritans have welfare?

Do you think Pearl knows more than her mother

knows?

Why didri t Hester have an abortion?

How could Arthur let Hester suffer alone?
Eileen used these questions, which came out of the

students' concerns, as a springboard for class discussions and
additional writing topics.

She also found these journals were "wonderful for
initiating honest, critical thinking. They provided students with
a new audience for ideas and the opportunity to communicate
original thoughts in a non-threatening mode. Students could
focus their attention on the literature and really question issues
pertinent to their lives." By doing this with peers, students
could ask questions without feeling that their ideas were
unimportant or foolish. When students responded to each
other, comments like, "That confused me too," "Who is this
crazy lady?" and "I'm not sure what is going on either,"
seemed to give confidence to others who would then engage in
class discussions. These entries also reflected the issues that
students felt were important: sex roles, responsibility of
parents, honesty in relationships, the notion of betrayal. Once
again, the issues raised in the journals were springboards for
class discussions.

Eileen then asked her students to move from journal
writing to essay writing: "Some characters deal with conflict
and grow because of it. Others are destroyed by it From the
Scarlet Letter choose one of the main characters and discuss
what effect conflict had on that character. Make specific
references to the text." Students were encouraged to use their
journal entries to inform their essays. When students had

written the first draft of their essays in their journals, phase
two of the experiment went into effect. Pairs swapped writing
once again, this time to help each other revise the essays.
Initially, Eileen found that students were reluctant to suggest
changes or to write anything which might appear critical, but
as she continued to model how to respond to a piece of
writing, students became more comfortable at this job. They
wrote comments they thought would improve the quality of
their partners' essays. This was done twice before Eileen
collected and read the drafts, comments and final product.

"Overall, the project provided an opportunity to effect
change in student attitudes about writing and literature. They
had a sense that their ideas were important and that they had
input into what took place in class," Eileen found. "It also
released the teacher from the sole burden of commenting on
student writing and being the source of all important ideas
when dealing with literature."

Football class. Writing. Groups. When would you put
these three together? When you want your students to review
a skill that is essential to the game!

Carl C. Brosnan, a gym teacher at Bryant HS in Queens,
wanted his students to review the American-style place kick.
He divided his class up into groups of six and gave each
group a series of pictures, arranged in the correct sequence,
of a football player engaged in this type of kick. In their
groups, students discussed each picture, describing the move
and what the football player was doing with his body. After
the group discussion, each student wrote about each picture.
Carl then called on students to read their responses, allowing
them to use physical demonstration to enhance their explana-
tions. If a student made a mistake, he or the other students
corrected it. Since not every student had the opportunity to
read his responses, Carl collected the writing to check that
everyone understood which skills were involved in the
American-style place kick.

Working in groups allowed the students to learn from
each other. As they described each picture, they pooled their
information and figured out the movements involved. The
writing served to reinforce what they had learned in groups.
Carl was very pleased with the outcome of this lesson, and
said, "You can't use it every day, but it can break up the
boredom of lifting [weights] day in and day out. Some
students actually perform better when they have words in
front of them to tell them what to do."

—Robin S. Cohen
Martin Luther King, Jr. HS
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Teachers As Writers

Introduction?
(Fuhgedaboudit!)
At best, introductions should
whet the appetite
raise the curtain
set the table

stan our engines
corner our attention

fan the brain's embers
cast the baited hook

call runners to their marks
wash sleep from our eyes

and shovel a path through the knee-deep snow

give us a clue
show us our seats

step to the plate

get us
pet us
set us
net us

and take us a very deep breath.

Here, unfortunately, is an introduction

so wrapped up in itself
that it dares to do none of these things.

You are on your own.

—Joe Scro

Subterranean Blackboard Blues
(with apologies to Bob Dylan)

One kid is angry—wants to slash his wrist
Teacher got to make like a psychiatrist
Two girls, black and white, fighting 'bout equality
Teacher got to transform, got to be a referee
A sophomore's parents battle—verbal knives thrown at each other
Teacher, be androgynous—be a father, be a mother
Rocco's car won't run right—school can wait—he's in a panic
Teacher gets ignored this day—unless he's a mechanic

Look in your mirror Teacher
Revolving there you see
a kaleidoscopic, polyhedral
personality

Look in your heart and soul now
It's there you'll find the clues
To harmonize this dissonant song
They call the Blackboard Blues

Keisha's failure causes her belief in God to cease
Teacher lights the candles, hears confessions, now her priest
Senioritis knocked Tom's wires loose, and by his own admission
He no longer needs a teacher, but a licensed electrician
We're bored, they drone, as they gaze upon the peeling,

plaster walls
Teacher better joke and grin just like Arsenio Hall
A pupil pulls an eight-inch knife and says he's got a grudge
Teacher be the cop, the DA, be the jury and the judge

Look in your mirror Teacher
Revolving there you see
a kaleidoscopic, polyhedral
personality

Look in your heart and soul now
It's there you'll find the clues
To harmonize this dissonant song
They call the Blackboard Blues
At a glance, schools seem filled with multi-headed creatures
But a second, closer look reveals that they are only teachers.

—Joe Scro
Curtis HS
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All I Ever Wanted Was To Be a Poet

Evelyn is crying in my arms, and
Jose has threatened to kill Carmen

if she aborts that "damn" baby, and
Latoya cannot spell the name of her street,

(but she wants to drop out of school), and
Gerald is gettin' high in the boys' room, and

Bobby's beeper just went off so no drug sales will slip
through his

greedy sticky fingers, and

the principal wants, and
the dean demands, and

the guidance counselor needs...

All I ever wanted was to be
a poet

"Sensitive," they would say, and
"She can certainly turn a phrase like a key in the door."

I would wear poet's clothes
(velvet jeans and antique kimonos)
donned with precise abandon

of tradition and style.

I would slather black mascara on my long, thick

poet's eyelashes, and

oily Gauloises smoke would curl from my petulant

poet's mouth.

Although I'd be, of course,

a Very Famous Poet,
I'd only give limited readings

for passionate causes

in abandoned garrets

and slightly damp sub-basements
in Paris,

San Francisco,

New York, and

(for mystery)
Pocatello, Idaho.

I would spend selfish, suffering hours eating

poet's lunches

of broiled blowfish with endive salad and kir.
No one would cry to me;

they would cry because of me, for me.

I would appear to be seared by the everyday pain of the
stranger;

I would spend my hours in tortured discussion
of healing others'.wounds

hearing other's sounds

In a world far away,

they would ask for my autograph and disappear.

No Evelyn crying in my arms, and

No Jose swearing wildly in my face, and
No Carmen, stuck in the terror,

No Latoya, amok in ignorance,

not Gerald,

not Bobby,

no principal, dean, no guidance counselor, no
me.

—Maxene Kupperman-Guinals
Truman HS
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